The Human Search Engine is an entirely new approach to job search! If you are tired of sending resumes and cover letters into the "black hole" of HR and long for control over your search, this workbook is your answer. Commonly referred to as "$5,000 of career coaching in a $25 workbook", Chris' approach has been developed and refined by personally working with thousands of job seekers for over a decade.

This step-by-step guide will put you in the driver's seat, show you what to do next and how to do it. The Human Search Engine will turn you into your own recruiter and to help put you in front of people and organizations that are looking for you - IF you do the work! (Yes, there is work involved...)

The process in this workbook is currently being used to train counselors, staff and job seekers in colleges, universities and Workforce Development offices across the country - and now you can use the same process to land the job of your dreams.

You always knew there had to be a better way to find a job...Human Search Engine is that better way!
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